
Catching up and digging deep – exciting times ahead?
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Changing the system and growing better forms of support

▪ Leader’s Seminar
▪ TLAP’s Directory of Innovation
▪ Social Care Innovation Network
▪ LGA Community Wellbeing Resource
▪ Social Care Future – Martin 



Leader’s Seminar 12th March 2019
▪ Engaging & Empowering Communities: A Shared Commitment and Call to Action

▪ Published 2016, sector-wide commitment - 14 national partners - to develop strong 

and inclusive communities 

▪ Broad ambitions:

o Health and Wellbeing Boards take a strategic lead in rethinking how people, 

communities and services can more effectively and efficiently work together to co-

produce outcomes

o Developing asset-based commissioning which builds on the capacities of people 

and communities 

o Creating evidence and simple measurements based on a shared understanding of 

what good looks like

o Demonstrating ambition where communities and community-based approaches are 

central to changing care and support. 

▪ Stocktake in March, context of NHS Long Term Plan and prospective Green Papers 

(social care and prevention)

▪ Reaffirmed direction and priorities e.g. round-table with some Health and Wellbeing
Boards



TLAP’s Directory of Innovation

Brings together examples of person-centred community-based approaches, often small scale 
Now with a typology (developed with Nesta) to assist commissioners to ‘piece together a new picture’. 



Social Care Innovation Network: Getting beneath the skin of it

▪ Brings together a combination of national bodies, innovative providers, commissioners and citizens to 
identify ways to support each other to grow innovations at scale.

▪ Builds on Social Care Future movement and other initiatives, such as Building Community Capacity 

▪ Focus on small group of councils ‘demonstrating progress’ and providers from TLAP Directory of 
Innovation



Social Care Innovation Network: Getting beneath the skin of it

Local Authorities Providers National organisations

Barnsley
Bexley
Camden
Central Bedfordshire 
Coventry
Hammersmith & Fulham 
Hertfordshire
Leeds  
Liverpool  
North Yorkshire 
North East Lincolnshire 
Norfolk
Oxfordshire
Somerset  
Thurrock  
York

Altogether Better 
Bronze Lab
Buurtzorg
Community Catalysts 
Community Circles 
Compassionate Neighbours
Creative MINDS
Dance2Health
Good Gym
Grapevine
Gig Buddies
Heart N Soul
Homeshare
Keyring 
LAC
NEDcare
Shared Lives Plus
Tempo Time Credits 
Wellbeing Teams

Academic Health Science Network
ADASS
Behavioural Insight Team
Care Quality Commission
Coalition for Collaborative Care
Care City
DHSC  
LGA
Nesta
NHS Alliance
NHS England
NHS Providers
Public Health England
Race Equality Foundation
Skills for Care
TSA



Social Care Innovation Network: Getting beneath the skin of it

What we have done: make good trouble

▪ Advisory group met thrice
▪ Two workshops to share and generate learning
▪ c500 registered interest
▪ Webinar
▪ Evidence review of scaling innovation



1st workshop – emerging themes in their own words

Citizens as the architects and 

councils as builders

Co-production needs to be an 
open book - you cannot miss 
anyone out

Three- pronged attack of 
hearts, minds and feet to 
build a case for change

We say changing culture takes a 

lot of time, but what does this 

say about our state of mind?
A wise approach to getting it 
right

Resources that support change

People in the engine room 
to be the best they can

The importance of data, 
research, intelligence and 
evidence driving what we do



Second workshop 

▪ 4 areas distilled from 5 April workshop and Advisory Group steer
▪ Developing the Asset-Based Area model in practice (x2)
▪ Developing empowering approaches to commissioning in partnership with citizens and providers (x2)
▪ Re-booting self-directed support (x1)
▪ Unleashing the innovative potential of the ‘shop floor’ and middle managers (x1)



Better infrastructure for Self-

Directed Support through 

user led organisations, peer 

support, pooling budgets

The role of councillors 

with new forms of 

engagement

Tackling unhelpful 

procurement and contracting

Telling the story of a shift to 

asset-based approaches 

(including attention to 

language) 

Evidence and impact

Asset based commissioning in 

practice with ‘how to guide’ 

asset mapping (co-produced)

Co-production 

Workforce

Digital 

Areas for digging deeper



Next steps: Phase 2 

▪ Write-up of learning so far
▪ Focused work in local areas – test and share
▪ DHSC £ support being sought

LGA Community Wellbeing Resource

▪ Practical resource for local systems to develop community wellbeing approaches
▪ Feedback sought from BCC Network on core content



Your help please…

▪ Developing the Asset-Based Area in Practice

▪ Developing empowering approaches to commissioning in partnership with citizens and 
providers



www.HomeshareUK.org www.SharedLivesPlus.org.uk

1. Mapping assets

2. Relocating power

3. Early intervention

4. Resilience

5. Social Value



www.HomeshareUK.org www.SharedLivesPlus.org.uk

6. Local enterprise

7. Mutualism

8. Neighbourhoods

9. Invests in social action

10. Shared measures



Proposal to co-produce a guide to asset mapping in a wiki format

Challenges to overcome include:

▪ Keeping it live: process rather than a product
▪ Layered approach to reflect different purposes
▪ Making positive use of technology

For today…

▪ What’s your experience of creating asset mapping that is working well?
▪ What should we do next to develop asset-mapping in the most productive way? 



Developing empowering approaches to commissioning in partnership with 
citizens and providers 

Asset-based commissioning recognises the vital role of individual and community assets and mobilises 
those assets. Does not take needs and deficits as its starting point

Challenges to overcome include:

▪ Members to influence and as influencers
▪ Procurement and contract management
▪ ‘Up-skill’ communities so they can commission and buy

For today…

What’s your experience of shifting commissioning to become asset-based that is working well?
What should we do next to accelerate the development of asset-based commissioning?



Get go…

Get to a table of your choice

Around about 25 mins for discussion

Record key points on flip chart

Around about 15 mins for feedback – what struck you as particularly interesting/innovative?



Developing empowering 
approaches to commissioning

Challenges to overcome include:

▪ Members to influence and as influencers
▪ Procurement and contract management
▪ ‘Up-skill’ communities so they can 

commission and buy

For today…

▪ What’s your experience of shifting 
commissioning to become asset-based that is 
working well?

▪ What should we do next to accelerate the 
development of asset-based commissioning?

Co-producing a guide to asset mapping in 
a wiki format

Challenges to overcome include:

▪ Keeping it live: process rather than a product
▪ Layered approach to reflect different purposes
▪ Making positive use of technology

For today…

▪ What’s your experience of creating asset mapping 
that is working well?

▪ What should we do next to develop asset-mapping in 
the most productive way? 



The times, are they a changin’?
The #socialcarefuture movement

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/socialcarefuture/
Blog: socialcarefuture.blog
Email: socialcarefuture@gmail.com

https://www.facebook.com/socialcarefuture/
mailto:socialcarefuture@gmail.com


How?
•Co-produce a guiding vision and tell a 
new story that the public and 
politicians will invest in

•Share practical glimpses of the future 
and build coalitions of the willing 
around these

•Challenge and change present 
practices through action at different 
levels



So far…
• Launched in Manchester 300 people over 2 

days alongside NCASC18. Growing

• Publishing glimpses of the future & 
building connections & alliances 

• Catalysed and supported a growing 
number of initiatives driving change

• June – connecting the action and 
developing strategy

• Looking for convergence with system 
leaders where possible



Developing activity
Some direct activity, most catalysing, influencing and supporting people in the movement

• Building a new vision, developing a better story, testing it and telling it

• Glimpses of the Future – images of possibility,  coalitions of the willing, networking progressive leaders

• Strategic exemplars (If you build it they will come)

• Serious, strategic co-production

• Lived experience leadership

• VODG “More than a Provider” 

• Commissioning for a Change

• Human sized, shaped and owned support – Community enterprise and business, self-management, coops 
etc. 

• Working in the #socialcarefuture

• Councillors leading the charge

• Solution-led challenge – examples Payment Cards in Direct Payments

• Festivals of change

• #Bee Human – reaching beyond the Social Care bubble



Our story
Our #socialcarefuture

We all want to live in the place we call home with the people we love, in communities where we 
look out for one another, doing the things that matter to us. And with the peace of mind that 
should we, our families or neighbours need some support from public services to do so, it will be 
there for us.

Great support offered how we want and need it helps all of us to keep or regain control over our 
lives. It helps us connect and sometimes reconnect with the things that are most important to us 
and to realise our potential. By doing so, it allows us to keep on contributing to our communities, 
with the benefits rippling out to everyone.

By investing in this together we can create great support, that works well for all and fits with our 
varied and complex modern lives. It will help us with challenges like balancing work with family life 
and supporting our parents and grandparents when we no longer live close by.

By all making our contribution to this we can demonstrate that everyone genuinely counts and 
ensure we are all able to enjoy a rich and rewarding life, irrespective of age or disability. By putting 
enough flexible, creative support in place, our longer lives can be something to be celebrated and 
looked forward to.

By investing together we can create reliable and effective social care support for everyone. By 
investing in social care, we can invest in us.


